
Customer Journey Map

“I need a flight!”

Find a flight with good 
departure times & good prices 
to a destination of choice.

Easily fill in choices to see 
available flights.
Check if the airline flies direct 
to chosen destination.
Find out if dates and times fit 
into budget.

Choose a flight, preferably 
from a list of options.
Decide what class to fly.
Check if days around the 
chosen day are cheaper or 
better flight times.

Choose a flight, preferably 
from a list of options.
Decide what class to fly.
Check if days around the 
chosen day are cheaper or 
better flight times.

Preferably choose to fly direct.
Choosing the best flight for 
their scenario, usually starting 
with flight time and if it’s direct 
or not.
“I would have looked 
somewhere else by now...”

Choose to sit next to each 
other on long flights.
“I always skip this and come 
back to it nearer check in.”

“How do I add golf clubs?”
“Is that for both ways or just 
one?”
Adding luggage is expensive 
so tend to not add it.

“I have my own travel insur-
ance.”
“I don’t need a car.”
“I expected to see the extras 
on the app?”

Choose a preferred seat.
Choose extra leg room or not.
Skip this section.
Select a seat for free.
Choose seats together if flying 
with others.

Skip this section to save 
money.
Choose a seat using the map.
Only choose for long flights.

Add an extra piece of luggage.
Add sports equipment.
Find out baggage allowances 
for return or one way.
Skip this section.

Searching for sports 
equipment.
Adding luggage for both 
flights.
Book 1 piece of luggage for the 
whole family.

Book travel insurance, car hire 
or hotels.
Skip this section.

Skip this section.
“Why is there so many to 
skip?”
“I’ve already got travel 
insurance”
“Would have expected to see 
the extras?”

Search for flights Choose flights Choose seats Add luggage Extras to add on?
Account:

create or sign in Payment

Aggregator websites to 
compare.
Different competitors open in 
different tabs.
Check flights on a phone app 
or using a browser, then move 
to a laptop to continue booking.

Enter trip details - duration, 
start and end location, number 
of passengers and fare type.
Start typing to bring up 
locations.

“How do I spell the 
destination?”
Searching alone for flights 
often with others.

At home.
On the go.
Laptop is most common after 
initial check on a phone.

“Try to get someone else to 
book.”
“Spam increases with 
aggregators.”
“Do aggregators show you all 
airlines?”
“Aggregators have hidden 
costs.”

Difficulty spelling destination, 
why is there no list?
Colours and pictures are 
distracting.
No option for direct or indirect.
Shows destinations they don’t 
fly to.

Change of airport in connection is a 
turnoff.
No warning message for change in 
connection. 
Doesn’t show travel time or local time.
No year or day on date.
Shows flights that are unavailable?
Summary is not clear.
Name of Economy changed to 
Economy Plus.
Selecting the flight is not obvious.

No option to add luggage like other 
sites.
“Have I booked for one way or both 
ways?”
Allowance details repeats but doesn’t 
clarify everything.
Link to information about baggage 
takes you out the app.
I’d phone to sort this out now.

Always an extra cost which not 
fussed by if it’s a short flight.
Skip this section and come 
back to it at a later date as it 
takes ages.

Scroll through it all to skip.
“One flight says leather seats, 
the other says food voucher. Do 
I get one or the other? Why is it 
not consistent?”
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